Nixon-Egli Equipment Co.,
Wirtgen and Precision Cold Planing

Above: Precision Cold Planing’s new Wirtgen 240i soil stabilizer.
Right: Bill Bell, Division Manager (left) and Rob Rozhon, President of Precision Cold Planing.

Established in 2001, Precision Cold Planing is a full service milling, pulverization and soil stabilization
company that works for everyone from small mom and pop companies to large corporations. Precision
Cold Planing does just what their name suggests on roads, parking lots and other asphalt surfaces
throughout Southern California and beyond. They have become well known in the industry for their
emphasis on improving the integrity of the base layer by working as a team and building partnerships
with their clients. This customer focused philosophy results in better productivity and profit for everyone
involved. Precision Cold Planing owns a fleet of five milling machine, two of which are Wirtgen and three
soil stabilizers, including the new Wirtgen 240i. They also own and operate an entire fleet of support
equipment ready for service at a moments notice.
Precision Cold Planing recently took delivery of a brand new Wirtgen 240i soil stabilizer machine from
Nixon-Egli Equipment Co. Rob Rozhon I is the President of Precision Cold Planing and Bill Bell is the
Division Manager. Rob points out that they purchased their new Wirtgen 240i because they were so
impressed with its advanced technology, including the state-of-the-art computerized controls, as well as
the fully carb compliant and extremely fuel-efficient engine. “To be honest, I was sold on another brand
until I took a trip to Germany with our sales representative Steve Kekich and product support rep, Mike
Burns from Nixon-Egli. I was able to see first hand all of the benefits that are carefully manufactured into
each and every machine,” says Rozhon. “Our operators love the ease of operation and we appreciate the
cost efficiency and increased production we get from our Wirtgen machines.”
Precision Cold Planing owns several Wirtgen machines and they have worked with Nixon-Egli Equipment
Co. for several years. “Steve Kekich is an excellent sales representative and he is always there when we
need him with excellent follow-up after the sale,” says Bell. “Mike Burns continually goes above and
beyond the call of duty with unprecedented product support. We have even called on him in the middle
of the night to help us trouble shoot and walk through mechanical issues. Nixon-Egli
has been a good, reliable business partner and we appreciate their support.”
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